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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

With another batch of 11,000 P@zer documents, released April 1, 2022, old suspicions have

gained fresh support. As reported by “Rising” cohost Kim Iversen (video above), the @rst

bombshell revelation is that natural immunity works, and P@zer has known it all along.

The clinical trial data showed there was no difference in outcomes between those with previous

COVID infection and those who got the shot. Neither group experienced severe infection. Natural

immunity was also statistically identical to the shot in terms of the risk of infection.

Younger Adults More Likely to Experience Side Effects

The second revelation is that side effects from the shots were more severe in younger people,

aged 18 to 55, than those aged 55 and older. (The risk of side effects also increased with

additional doses, so the risk was higher after the second dose than the @rst.)

As many of us have said all along, the risk of severe COVID is dramatically lower in younger

people than those over 60, which makes an elevated risk of side effects unacceptable.

As noted by The Naked Emperor on Substack,  “with a vaccine that is producing more frequent

and more severe reactions and adverse events in younger individuals, the vaccine should have

been restricted to those who were actually at risk of severe COVID-19.”

PAzer Documents Show High Rate of Myocarditis

Interestingly, P@zer’s documentation also includes medical information that mainstream media

and fact checkers have labeled as misinformation or disinformation. A pediatric consent form

lists several possible side effects, including a myocarditis rate of 10 in 100,000 — far greater than

the 1 in 50,000 (i.e., 2 in 100,000) rate previously reported.

We also know that myocarditis is far more frequent in young males, so for them, the risk is

signi@cantly higher than 10 in 100,000, as they make up the bulk of these injuries.

Effects on Reproductive Health Are Unknown

The consent form also speci@es that the effect on sperm, fetuses and nursing children are

unknown. Yet health authorities and media have espoused as “fact” that the shot does not affect

reproductive health or fertility and is perfectly safe for pregnant and nursing mothers.

If an effect is unknown, by de@nition you cannot claim it to be harmless. If you do, you are lying,

plain and simple, and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention director Dr. Rochelle Walensky

is but one in a long list who is guilty of this. She has repeatedly assured the public that the jab

poses no health risks to pregnant women or their babies. Here’s Walensky in May 2021:

And here she is, in October 2021, still claiming there are no risks.

Similarly, in August 2021, when Comirnaty was licensed, Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, claimed the COVID jab was safe during

pregnancy:

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) also make de@nitive

statements about safety, claiming “Vaccination may occur in any trimester, and emphasis should

be on vaccine receipt as soon as possible to maximize maternal and fetal health.”  Yet even the

Comirnaty label  states that “available data on Comirnaty administered to pregnant women are

insubcient to inform vaccine associated risks in pregnancy.”

Antibody-Dependent Enhancement Has Not Been Ruled Out

Many who have warned about the possibility of mRNA shots causing antibody-dependent

enhancement (ADE) — a situation in which you end up being more susceptible to serious infection

than you would have been otherwise — have been smeared and demonized by media and labeled

as disinformation spreaders.

Yet P@zer’s own consent form clearly states: “Although not seen to date, it cannot yet be ruled out

that the studied vaccine can make a later COVID-19 illness more severe.” As noted by Iversen, if

ADE truly was of no concern at all, the consent form would not include it. Yet there it is.

Vaccine-associated enhanced disease (VAED) is also listed as an “Important Potential Risk” in

Table 5 on page 11 of a document called “5.3.6 Cumulative Analysis of Post-Authorization

Adverse Event Reports.”

As of February 28, 2021, P@zer had 138 cases of suspected VAED, 75 of which were severe,

resulting in hospitalization, disability, life-threatening consequences or death; a total of 38 cases

turned out to be lethal and 65 remained unresolved.

Moreover, as noted by the Daily Expose,  “Phase 3 clinical trials are designed to uncover frequent

or severe side effects before a vaccine is approved for use, including ADE. But herein lies the

problem, [because] none of the COVID-19 vaccines have completed Phase 3 trials.”

P@zer’s Phase 3 trial is due to be completed February 8, 2024  — nearly two years from now!

Despite that, P@zer concluded in its FDA submission that “None of the 75 cases could be

de@nitively considered as VAED.”

“[H]ow on earth could they not de3nitively conclude that VAED was to blame when 75% of

the con3rmed ‘break-through’ cases reported to them were severe disease resulting in

hospitalization, disability, life-threatening consequences of death?” The Daily Expose

asks.

PAzer Knew About Immunosuppression

Another revealing statement found in the documents is this:

“Clinical laboratory evaluation showed a transient decrease in lymphocytes that was

observed in all age and dose groups after Dose 1, which resolved within approximately

one week ...”

In other words, P@zer knew that, in the @rst week after the shot, people of all ages experienced

transient immunosuppression, or put another way, a temporary weakening of the immune system,

after the @rst dose.

As noted by Iversen, this may have skewed infection rates, as people were not considered partially

vaccinated until 14 days after their @rst shot,  and obcially fully vaccinated two weeks after the

second dose.

If people are susceptible to infection during that @rst week, yet are counted as unvaccinated

during that time, this makes it appear as though the unvaccinated are more prone to infection

when that’s simply not true. P@zer’s own trial showed infection was signi@cantly more common in

the vaccine group than the placebo group — 409 versus 287 — within the @rst seven days of the

jab.

Fully Vaxxed Are More Likely to Die From COVID

The fact that P@zer and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration were aware the shot caused

immunosuppression is incriminating, now that U.K. government data show that, compared to the

unvaccinated, those who have received two doses are:

Up to three times more likely to be diagnosed with COVID-19

Twice more likely to be hospitalized with COVID-19

Three times more likely to die of COVID-19

The P@zer documents admit there was a temporary drop in immune function after the @rst dose,

but the real-world data showing an increased risk of severe infection and death due to COVID

among the double jabbed suggest ADE may indeed be at play later on as well.

The chart below, created by the Daily Expose,  using data from the UKHSA Vaccine Surveillance

Report for week 13, 2022  (pages 40 and 45), reveals who’s more likely to get COVID. And the

infection rate for triple-vaxxed is even higher than the double vaxxed.

covid-19 case rate

The next chart was created by the Daily Expose  using data from pages 41 and 45, comparing

COVID hospitalization rates.

covid-19 hospitalization rate

And, @nally, there is a comparison of the death rates, based on pages 44 and 45 of the UKHSA

Vaccine Surveillance Report for week 13, 2022.  Anyone over the age of 40 who has been double

jabbed is now more likely to die of COVID than an unvaccinated person of the same age.

covid-19 death rate

Negative Vaccine Effectiveness in the Real World

The Daily Expose goes on to calculate and graph the real-world effectiveness rate of the COVID

jab, and it’s dire news:

“If the rates per 100,000 are higher among the vaccinated, which they are, then this

means the COVID-19 injections are proving to have a negative effectiveness in the real-

world. And by using P3zer’s vaccine effectiveness formula we can accurately decipher

what the real-world effectiveness among each age group actually is.

P3zer’s vaccine formula: Unvaccinated Rate per 100k – Vaccinated Rate per 100k /

Unvaccinated Rate per 100k x 100 = Vaccine Effectiveness ...

This data shows that all double vaccinated people over age 18 are between 2 and 3 times

more likely to be infected, with a minus-87% vaccine effectiveness among 18 to 29 year

olds, and a minus-178% vaccine effectiveness among the over 80’s.

[A]ll double vaccinated people over age 30 are between 0.2 and 2 times more likely to be

hospitalized, with a minus-1% vaccine effectiveness among 30 to 39 year olds, and a

minus-76% vaccine effectiveness among the over 80’s.

The following chart shows the real world COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness against death

among the double vaccinated population in England, based on the death rates provided

above ...

[A]ll double vaccinated people over age 40 are between 2 and 3 times more likely to die of

COVID-19, with a minus-90% vaccine effectiveness among 30 to 39 year olds, and a

minus-156% vaccine effectiveness among the over 80’s.”

covid-19 vaccine effectiveness

PAzer Hired 600 to Process Unprecedented Report Load

For the last two years, we’ve been keeping an eye on the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting

System (VAERS), shaking our heads in disbelief as the numbers shot up by the hundreds every

single week, rapidly outpacing injuries for every other vaccine combined over the past 32 years.

As of March 25, 2022, there were 1,205,753 COVID jab-related reports, including 145,781

hospitalizations and 26,396 deaths.  There has never been a medical product in modern history

that can compare. Nothing has been as injurious and lethal as these experimental injections.

“ Between December 2020 and the end of
February 2021, Pfizer shipped out 126,212,580
doses of its mRNA jab worldwide. Divided by
158,000 side effects, we get an adverse event rate
per dose of nearly 1:800.”

In an earlier batch of documents, we learned P@zer received 42,086 case reports containing a

total of 158,893 events in the @rst three months of the rollout. In that release, the number of doses

shipped was redacted, but in the April 1, 2022, release, it was left unredacted, which means we

can now calculate the rate of adverse events reported to P@zer in those @rst three months.

Between December 2020 and the end of February 2021, P@zer shipped out 126,212,580 doses of

its mRNA jab worldwide. Divided by 158,000 side effects, we get an adverse event rate per dose of

nearly 1 in 800,  which is just crazy irresponsible.

We now also have documentation showing P@zer, by the end of February 2021, had hired 600

additional full-time employees to process the unprecedented inkux of adverse event reports, and

they predicted that by the end of June 2021, they’d end up hiring more than 1,800.

In the end, the COVID jab will go down in history as the biggest medical malfeasance ever to occur

with the willing participation of both drug companies and regulatory agencies. And there’s no end

in sight.

In March 2022, the FDA went ahead and authorized doses 4 and 5, based on a preprint study

that found a fourth Moderna shot was 11% effective and caused side effects in 40% of recipients,

and a fourth P@zer shot was 30% effective and caused side effects in 80% of people.

I’m not sure what it’ll take for this public health nightmare to end and for the responsible parties to

be held to account for their criminal negligence, but apparently, we’ve not hit critical mass outrage

yet.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,985 ratings

ORDER NOW
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“My video call with the WHO this morning” – Dr. Tess Lawrie reports on the sham of a “public participation process” organised by the WHO
this week and expresses concern that “the WHO now intends to take full control over every member nation via this pandemic treaty”.
drtesslawrie.substack.com/p/urgent-my-video-call-with-the-who?s=r
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Thanks Maritt. Your important link is a MUST READ article about the new coming WHO Pandemic Treaty. Just like Bill Gates said
recently, that he wants in the next pandemic vaccines to be develop in a few months, now also the WHO said that vaccines should be
developed within 100 days under the new Pandemic Treaty. This is absurd. Safe drugs take ten years to be adequately tested and
declared safe. But under the new WHO Pandemic Treaty, if a nation concludes a vaccine is not safe, then the WHO would have the
power to override that nation and jab their population anyway. We cannot trust the WHO in this, they are under Gates control. Over
the course of the Covid pandemic, the corrupt WHO has withheld safe and established older medicines, ignored the experiences of
frontline doctors, and ignored the huge numbers of adverse reactions on its own database. ·
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The WHO has always had bad intentions. This does pose a worse-than-usual problem for us because we have an illegitimate dimwit
at the helm. Remember when the "bad orange man" de-funded the WHO and revoked US membership? That was awesome,
unfortunately he also did the warp speed tragedy. Bottom line is, I'm not too worried about it, I'm free, they're welcome to take away
zero of my rights, they will continue to attack us and it's our duty to @ght back. Like always.
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Yes! A must read!
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I know exactly what the "WHO" and billy boy are up to; and it has nothing to do with "undemocratic" rights. It's more like 'DEMONIC'
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FDA and PAzer Knew COVID Shot Caused Immunosuppression
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

April 1, 2022, another batch of 11,000 P@zer documents were released by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. P@zer trial data reveal natural

immunity was as effective as the jab, and that shot side effects were more severe in those under 55. Since the risk of severe COVID is

dramatically lower in younger people, an elevated risk of side effects unacceptable, and the shot should have been restricted to those at high

risk of severe COVID

)

The adverse event rate per dose for P@zer’s mRNA jab, based on their own studies, is nearly 1 in 800, and the myocarditis rate is 10 in 100,000

— far greater than the 2 in 100,000 rate previously reported

)

P@zer’s consent form speci@es that the effect on sperm, fetuses and nursing children are unknown. Yet health authorities and media have

espoused as “fact” that the shot does not affect reproductive health or fertility and is perfectly safe for pregnant and nursing mothers

)

P@zer’s documents show they’ve not ruled out the risk of antibody-dependent enhancement. Vaccine-associated enhanced disease (VAED) is

listed as an “Important Potential Risk.” As of February 28, 2021, P@zer had 138 cases of suspected VAED, 75 of which were severe, resulting in

hospitalization, disability, life-threatening consequences or death; a total of 38 cases were lethal and 65 remained unresolved

)

P@zer and FDA also knew that people of all ages experienced transient suppression of immune function for one week after the @rst dose)
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Ask Dr. Walensky: How do we know the COVID-19 vaccines are safe during pregnancy?
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I know exactly what the "WHO" and billy boy are up to; and it has nothing to do with "undemocratic" rights. It's more like 'DEMONIC'
rights! This is a spiritual war we're in. By 2024, it will be all over for humanity - what's left of it. I've told many people that the WHO
plan to take over the Global Healthcare system; they're not even interested. As Dr. Lawrie states; it goes far beyond that, which I
understood from the beginning. I shake my head at the number of people who claim to be "awake" and yet are still fast asleep. They
all believe that they will wake up tomorrow and everything will be @ne. They will very soon, @nd out that they were wrong! This is not
just some glitch in the program. This will be for all the marbles! It's time to start paying attention to the real threat and stop focusing
on the distractions!
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Maybe the idea is this (he said sarcastically) - it only takes 100 days to create a new disease, so we need to be able to create a
vaccine in 100 days....
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Maritt, thanks, read the article. An honest statement from the WHO would go something like this. We are mandating all vaccines,
these are kill shots, we are depopulating the planet.
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Dr. Naomi Wolf On P@zer’s Covid Jab: "They Hid. They Concealed. They Redacted ..... the volume of bad, dangerous outcomes… It was so
big, they couldn’t keep up with their own staff.” They were processing so many adverse events in the @rst three months of the vaccine roll
out that they had to hire 2,400 new employees by February 2021, just to keep up with the paper work and the data processing. They
reported this to the FDA, that they found a large number of spontaneous adverse events. So the FDA knew about it. This implicates the FDA
in an massive cover-up.  Stevan Looney is an attorney in New Mexico. He found this information in the P@zer documents they were forced
by a court to hand over. Naomi Wolf explains about it in a 4 minute video
principia-scienti@c.com/dr-naomi-wolf-on-p@zers-covid-jab-they-hid-t..
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Do you love the way they suspended her twitter account claiming she made outlandish vaccine misinformation ... um - she was
repeating what Stevan Looney found, she was repeating information - she wasn't making the claim herself, she has proof! Oh my
gosh, is this why people are turning bi-polar? I can't trust a single news source or social platform out there!
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The whole "covid-19" scamdemic, primed by "medical" pensioner murder, was an cynical Shock Doctrine event/process by
psychopaths and their stooges to steal massive wealth and power from us. All the "covid-19" vaccines were/are very nasty chemical
warfare weapons! All the people involved should have all their property and wealth seized and secured in a trust for compensation of
the mass population, with life imprisonment and even capital punishment for the worst crimes! All "vaccines" were/are chemical
warfare weapons, this become starkly clear when all the contagion BS and associated cover-ups are personally comprehended! The
WHO, UN, and associate modern "medical" organisations are clearly criminal conspiracy organisations; the treaties are all fraudulent!
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the Endless Story - how Mankind has been hoodwinked into SLAVERY again and again - the mentality is so inbred that SLAVERY becomes
the default submission that the Masses cling to - without the chains of servitude Mankind feels lost and without purpose - instead of BRAIN
STIMULATION they thirst for BRAIN DEADNESS - courtesy of the TV - if you watch the media screen you are automatically being
programmed - there is no defense - you are fodder to the Zombie Meisters - TV viewing is the ultimate SICKNESS that leads the human
experiment into purgatory - TV viewing is a SIN !! - change your REALITY - go for a walk - go outdoors - view God's Kingdom and SAVE your
Soul - there is no choice - live FREE or die as a slave
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Stanley, spot on as always. It's been a long time since I have posted anything on this site.  Been busy, but more than that, been a bit
overwhelmed. So, after quite a months of sitting on this information I have now decided to share. Some, or maybe all of you may
think I'm nuts and will discard everything that I may post in the future. Quite frankly I'm at a point I now longer care what anyone
thinks of me. Here is my message. Several months ago I put a message out to the universe/god whatever, looking for an answer to
the question I asked being "what is going on, and who is behind this crap?"

It took several weeks to get a response. The response came in an active dream scenario. The dream was basically God telling me
that what is going on right now is a charade and who is behind this charade is satan. I have come to realize that governments are
totally corrupt, we can't expect them to see the light and save us, as they are totally manipulated and controlled by the Cabal. We
have to save ourselves if we can.
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Hi Stanley, John Logie Baird must be spinning in his grave; like so many inventions, they somehow seem to be used for ulterior
purposes rather than the bene@t of mankind?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lucky - in Hebrew "satan" means the "opposition" - these oligarchs/ elites/ greedheads live off your kesh - like kesh eating Zombies
they eat human beings - this is their goal - a reversion to cannibalism       hi Glastian - Baird cannot be held responsible for the
malignancies that Mankind adapted his genius to perform - the elites control his creative out put -
www.britannica.com/.../John-Logie-Baird
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lucky; Satan has always been behind the evils of the world. He is the father of lies (in him, there is no truth) - and deception. He has
already deceived the entire world with this "covid" nonsense. See my post, further down, if you want to know what all the current
distractions are keeping us from seeing.
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LuckyinSA
Joined On 1/27/2021 1:27:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for not dissing me. The message that God gave me is this. Continue to prevail in your own belief that everything is not
how it appears, do not succumb to the pressure upon you to take the poisonous injections that interfere with the ability that " I" gave
you to heal yourself. This is the message. Take of it what you will.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are Lucky you are not nuts. You are spot on.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan - hoodwinked - bamboozled - deceived.  Your "Endless Story" is like a self re-enforcing feedback loop. ------ The escape (to add
to your actions) - we need more intelligent people (per Lucky - "We have to save ourselves if we can.") ----------- “The difference
between stupid and intelligent people – and this is true whether or not they are well educated – is that intelligent people can handle
subtlety." - Neal Stephenson. ---------- Most situations/issues are seldom “Black” or “White.” There are subtleties, nuances, and
“shades” of gray.

Beware of your con@rmation biases. Don't make assumptions or jump to conclusions.  Ask probing questions, get input from
multiple sources, and listen to what is not being said.  Listen & trust your heart and the wisdom of the Universe. Get "real." Pray.  As
for political/social issues, follow the money.  -------- Off topic but worth a view - Sit Back and Watch Europe Commit Suicide
 stuartbramhall.wordpress.com/2022/04/13/sit-back-and-watch-europe-comm..
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OrionsBelt37
Joined On 8/30/2015 10:16:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lucky"-I put a message out to the universe/god whatever" .... i think to many there is a huge and relevant difference if the response
was from the universe or from God or from whatever ....you should feel the source .... as otherwise , yes , your assumptions will be
correct....
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

STANLEY, YOU are so right on! BAM!  TV is THE INVASION FROM OUTER SPACE"!!  IF your TV is on TURN IT OFF.  do not pay another
cable bill! Use your antenna for a bird perch under a purple Martin house. Stop watching TV.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, it's all part of DARPA and the "Brain Initiative" that was started under the Obama Administration:
www.darpa.mil/program/our-research/darpa-and-the-brain-initiative  Speci@cally the ElectRx program. That's where they inject you
with something (probably graphene) and they are supposed to be able to cure whatever ails you using electri@cation or microwaves
(sound familiar?). The goal is supposedly to use this on the battle@eld to speed up diagnosis and healing of injured soldiers.
www.darpa.mil/.../electrical-prescriptions  . Scary $H!T! It's probably what they are doing today with the so-called vaccines that have
about a thousand YouTube videos of people putting magnets to their shoulder after getting the jab and the magnet actually sticks!
https://vimeo.com/558836939
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, touch the earth, be in God's Kingdom. We are being called to put all the spiritual wisdom we may have gathered in this lifetime
into action right now. We must be aware of what is going on and at the same time keep focused on the Light and Love of the
"Kingdom", rather than get lost in the fear, anger and hatred that the evil doers thrive on.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Geee, When has your government, associated monopolies, marketeers and our media ministry of fairy tales ever lied to ya??? Probably
more than ever told truth.....So St. Ronald Reagan appoints Lil Fauci as biowarfare czar at the same time he cripples the FCC and allows
consolidation of all media..err consolidation of power over minds...what could go wrong?  They made heroes of drug dealers, military
murderers, billionaires and even the Kardashian ***-sisters. Universities became the standard of authority, cool was dictated by Hollywood
and punk politicians got made-men for life. Religions were held sacred to salve the needy and hedonism promoted for the profane.

Money and political correctness corrupted everything. Average people lost identity to the herd; some resorting to outlandish affectations,
tattoos, piercings and posting grabti on buildings to break from anonymity and save their egoes. What with all the distraction, confusion
and propaganda; straggling minds were easily controlled. ......So here we are, caught in this mess of "civilization" so obviously run by
predatory parasites...A backward upside-down narrative where we must struggle for sanity and survival. Bye Bye Miss American Pie.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Bye Bye Miss American Pie". Much more than "the music died" on that day!
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clindesbcglobal
Joined On 7/2/2008 12:46:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can they do this to people? I got the vaccines because I was lied to??? That is really bad. If I can't believe my doctor who am I to
believe? I am 83 and got all three vaccines and had no noticeable problem but now @nd out I could have had a terrible problem? This should
not be and who is really to blame? I probably had no problem because I have no underlying conditions and take no medications that could
interfere. What about those who do take meds and have a condition? Whomever is responsible for this should be held accountable. The
next vaccine that comes along I may just say "no" as now I know I can't trust the doctor anymore so why go to see one? I went to doctor
once this past year only.
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LuckyinSA
Joined On 1/27/2021 1:27:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beautiful. You have woken up to the corruption. Stay safe, stay healthy and stay informed.
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vicmacosta
Joined On 5/2/2021 5:03:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off world entities my friend. Listen to THI episode about genetic origins of humans. What an eye opener.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Understand what a "captured industry" represents. Follow the money.
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jkwaso
Joined On 3/25/2021 9:03:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s unfortunate that the people (doctors) we trust besides ourselves with our health were a major part of the problem we now face.
They bent and went along with the mandates, administration of harmful injections, and task of putting the public at ease by telling
them and even brow-beating them and insisting that people must, in their best health interests, receive the jabs and mask
themselves. They were our front line of defense to refuse these insane directives and should have stood fast to deny the mandates
and ward off the deadly imbeciles in gov. who were pushing these poisons and harmful mandates. Will we ever trust the majority of
doctors again? I say “NO!” Big pharma has turned the medical @eld into a continual conveyor belt of drug dispension via doctors,
their groomed pushers. Get’em hooked and keep’em coming back for more. It’s so evil.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

clindesbcglobal, How can they do this to people? This should not be?? Welcome to the real world. Any reading of human history
makes it clear the normal human condition is for self-serving, evil monsters to be in control and cause widespread death and
destruction to the normal people they control. There is nothing new here. You're surprised you can't believe your doctor? Once again,
welcome to the real world, once again, that is nothing new because of the age of COVID. It's just picked up steam. Glad you are
awake, hoping it will help to keep you alive and healthy! Congrats on being 83 and going strong, that's something to admire.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

clindesbcglobal, say a little prayer to the Big Guy tonight (I’m not talking about Brandon) that you more than likely received three
doses of the saline vaccine. They can’t put the death ingredients in every initial shot. They have to do it gradually. To the evil elite, it’s
probably more fun watching the world squirm by pumping out these poisons in increments. Now that you’ve become awakened to
the lies, go on with your life and live another 83. Turn on some nice music, and get creative in the kitchen. It’s people like you who
make this world a better place.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, we might say and this coming from right out of the gate? But, if the memory is working this is what happened a least a decade ago
when the new Jab/S tech was taken for a test drive on ferrets. Looked like a home run, but when ferrets were exposed to the wild virus,
curtains, end of the show for the ferrets. Yet, not good enough, it was then pushed out into India & Africa for further testing and golly gee
whiz who would guess, more of the same. This data is the newest and just the nose of the camel entering the tent. Again, if the memory is
working, pretty much an already known disaster yet pushed on a global public.

Pushed onto us while the newly released data shows just what lengths all the players went too to hide as much as they could. How much
more negative information could there be if it had all been done honestly, with true health outcomes in mind? Does it matter how fast a bug,
virus runs through a population, or is it more important how badly it injures or kills, & who? And if the cure is worse than the disease, what's
the point? (No need to answer, many already have a good idea.) And already the Legacy Media headlines are screaming about the newest
variant and just what a miracle cure the Jab/s are and how they will protect us.

All this is bad enough but is just the tip of an iceberg. All the Lockout the Competition, shut down the public discourse, resistance is futile,
all will be assimilated. Bull spit. When they cook the data and rest on their dream fantasy's they are following delusions. Nothing decent or
good seems to be coming from them, so it would be a delusion on our part to expect them too. What seems to matter most is what we do
Locally & how quickly & how well. Seen somewhere - Patient: Does this Jab/s give immunity? Doctor: Yes, to the Pharma Company who
manufactured it.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I refuse to consent or cooperate with these Mass Murderers, steve - "IN THE COUNTRY OF THE BLIND, THE ONE EYED MAN IS KING"
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan it's been my lifelong habit. I get frustrated though as time goes on how much I have missed despite how much I may have seen
& already realized.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steve; 99% of what's going on in the world today, is a distraction!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What? I'm sorry I was looking at something else : )
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Steve; Oh no...it's contagious!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 8:50:05 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

juststeve - hahaha - yup, distractions and smoke and mirrors!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 9:14:13 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unlike Covid - - - it's everywhere, it's everywhere! Yikes! (Actually, Corona's are everywhere and are usually a snotty nose nothing
burgher, sigh. It takes medical/science geniuses like Gates & Fauci to convince the public it's a plague.) Lovestosing, I think you
made Otis a very happy man with your updated photo.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 9:21:01 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Steve, I tried to warn everyone I knew of the previous attempts at any and all coronavirus vaccines. Not a single one has worked.
Not a single one got FDA approval. Most of them caused death upon infection with the real virus. It all just went into one ear and out
the other. I @nally just gave up. More than likely, SARS-1, MERS, and EBOLA were all lab leaks. The evidence is there. Even Omicron
appears to be a lab leak. When they do the genome sequence of Omicron it doesn't match with any of the previous strains lineage.

When they plot the genome lineage of all the variants on a graph they are all related and go back to the original Alpha or Beta strains.
Omicron is just out there on its own. When you graph its genome it never crosses with any of the other variants paths where you can
say "RIGHT THERE IS WHERE IT MUTATED"! And, there just so happens to be a Level-3 Biolab, that BILL GATES was funding, in the
same city in S. Africa that the @rst 4 known Omicron victims were identi@ed? Coincidence?? NOPE!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 12:03:15 PM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I left out another coincidence. Chinese researchers just happened to be in the area (S. Africa), prior to this, collecting virus samples
from bats. You can't make this up! What more evidence do we need? We are looking at a possible WW3 because of this!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 12:06:07 PM
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pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As noted by The Naked Emperor on Substack,1 “with a vaccine that is producing more frequent and more severe reactions and adverse
events in younger individuals, the vaccine should have been restricted to those who were actually at risk of severe COVID-19.” Seriously???
The doggone fake vx shouldn't be given to ANYONE... nor any animal for that matter! It has snake venom, not bat sh#@!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 4:25:44 AM
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Matt le Tissier is an ex-England international footballer, recently @red by Sky from his employment as a sports commentator due to
his comments not suiting the narrative. Matt’s concerns relate to the increased numbers of sportsmen collapsing/dying on the @eld
of play due to heart problems, and is pushing for an enquiry into the reasons why. His comments in this interview should be essential
listening for the sheeple and shared widely, eloquently laying bare the truth of what’s really going on
www.oracle@lms.com/mattletissier  More power to this man’s elbow

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 6:06:39 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm allegedly in an age group that is "high risk" category of "infection and death" from the covid monster. I'm at a much higher risk of
falling of a cliff...and there are no cliffs around here! Anyone with a brain, understands that you don't inject an immunocompromised
person with something that is going to compromise their immune system!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 6:16:34 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My thoughts exactly! Looking at these graphs Dr. Mercola presented to us, the people that should have NEVER gotten vaccinated
were those over 50. By no means should anyone over the age of 80 have this death shot! What's even more criminal is that the very
@rst people to get jabbed were the people over 70 in nursing homes. The very age group that was NOT allowed to participate in the
vaccine trials! That is GENOCIDE! They knew this would happen. Those graphs are from P@zer's own data. That makes this
premeditated MURDER!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 11:49:04 AM
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Nclark1
Joined On 1/18/2018 1:16:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pra3771, amen! It makes me crazy to hear people who should know better go around saying that "Only those 65 and older should get
the jab!" This was designed for depopulation, and we seniors are the ones the cabal wants to get rid of @rst!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 9:23:59 PM
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nrn3722
Joined On 7/22/2019 11:09:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seemingly unknown to nearly everyone, this problem was known long before covid. Its one of the reasons mRNA technology was never able
to get approval before. During one previous trial (Biontech if I am not mistaken) it got shut down by the FDA after discovering the
progressive immune dysfunction with every subsequent injection.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 3:58:29 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

these entities {BIG PHARMA} are contemptuous and blood sucking INCUBI - they EAT human beings

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 4:14:00 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're right! It's amazing, how much people don't/won't see. Corona virus is a collection of common cold viruses. Haven't we been
told forever that there is no cure for the common cold? Then, all of a sudden - mRNA is going to '@x' everything! As you alluded to - a
failed experiment. The experiment is continuing to fail! Actually; from the Eugenicist's and Transhumanist's point of view - it's a total
success!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 6:02:28 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yup, success or failure depends on what side of the fence you're on, the one promoting it or the one ripped apart by it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 6:16:19 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So you can we make it even more well known?  I can't seem to get it through to certain people, even now when I mentioned clots and
ketoacidosis as side affects to two close people to me off the P@zer booster, the person said, "Oh, I haven't head about any side
affects except with the J&J shot. WHAT? HE HADN'T HEARD (FROM MSM) THAT THERE ARE ANY SIDE AFFECTS WITH THESE
SHOTS? Is that what they're still selling? He turned from being a Republican to voting for Biden, he won't listen to Fox - (I don't listen
to news, but I am constantly told when they interview someone I've mentioned, yeah - usually from this site, Dr. Mercola!) ... anyways,
he was a high up gov't obcial, how can he be SO BLIND?  To say the country is split is an understatement.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 7:28:49 AM
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OF COURSE They KNEW.. It was all done ON PURPOSE!  VACCINES are not only unnecessary, but they ACTUALLY CAUSE the very diseases
they CLAIM to prevent. It's one of the BIGGEST MEDICAL SCAMS IN HISTORY!!  1871-2, England, with 98% of the population aged between
2 and 50 vaccinated against smallpox, it experienced its worst ever smallpox outbreak with 45,000 deaths. During the same period in
Germany, with a vaccination rate of 96%, there were over 125,000 deaths from smallpox. (The Hadwen Documents) - In Germany,
compulsory mass vaccination against diphtheria commenced in 1940 and by 1945 diphtheria cases were up from 40,000 to 250,000. (Dont
Get Stuck, Hannah Allen) - In the USA in 1960, two virologists discovered that both polio vaccines were contaminated with the SV 40 virus
which causes cancer in animals as well as changes in human cell tissue cultures.

Millions of children had been injected with these vaccines. (Med Jnl of Australia 17/3/1973 p555) - In 1967, Ghana was declared measles
free by the World Health Organisation after 96% of its population was vaccinated. In 1972, Ghana experienced one of its worst measles
outbreaks with its highest ever mortality rate. (Dr H Albonico, MMR Vaccine Campaign in Switzerland, March 1990) - In the UK between
1970 and 1990, over 200,000 cases of whooping cough occurred in fully vaccinated children.

(Community Disease Surveillance Centre, UK) - In the 1970s a tuberculosis vaccine trial in India involving 260,000 people revealed that
more cases of TB occurred in the vaccinated than the unvaccinated. (The Lancet 12/1/80 p73) - In 1977, Dr Jonas Salk, who developed the
@rst polio vaccine, testi@ed along with other scientists that mass inoculation against polio was the cause of most polio cases throughout
the USA since 1961. (Science 4/4/77 "Abstracts" ) - In 1978, a survey of 30 States in the US revealed that more than half of the children who
contracted measles had been adequately vaccinated. (The Peoples Doctor, Dr
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In 1979, Sweden abandoned the whooping cough vaccine due to its ineffectiveness. Out of 5,140 cases in 1978, it was found that
84% had been vaccinated three times! (BMJ 283:696-697, 1981)  So what are some of the true reasons why disease decreased and
disappeared in the last century? From his book Health and Healing` Dr Andrew Weil said it best with the following statement;
"Scienti@c medicine has taken credit it does not deserve for some advances in health. Most people believe that victory over the
infectious diseases of the last century came with the invention of immunizations. In fact, cholera, typhoid, tetanus, diphtheria and
whooping cough, etc, were in decline before vaccines for them became available - the result of better methods of sanitation, sewage
disposal, and distribution of food and water."  See the full list "Historical Data Shows Vaccines are Not what Saved Us"
chinesehealthand@tness.com/Historical_Data.html
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this situation is so depressing - the gullibility of the Masses and their refusal to THINK - yeccchhh !!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 5:20:10 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, & those statistics are showing the reasons why more were joining the ranks of those concerned with the usual run of vaccines
every day & why one layer of what we are seeing was to be an attempt to shore up all vaccine currently given. Already a product not
working as advertised, then we get this monster Jab/s on steroids.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 6:14:46 AM
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rich..Do you think there are any legit vaccines?  Rabies, tetanus? Repeated contact with the environment does confer natural
immunity like stings, viruses and plant toxins or bathing in the Ganges.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 8:58:55 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Contaminated polio vaccine. In the late 50s my brother and I got several polio vaccines. In high school and going in the military. In
1965, at the age of 24, my brother was diagnosed with cancer and died at the age of 28. A book titled "Mary's Monkey" documents
the research and resulting SV-40 cancer in the polio vaccine. www.goodreads.com/.../10255.Dr_Mary_s_Monkey   Dr. Mary's
Monkey: How the Unsolved Murder of a Doctor, a Secret Laboratory in New Orleans and Cancer-Causing Monkey Viruses are Linked
to Lee Harvey Oswald, the JFK Assassination and Emerging Global Epidemics
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forbiddenhealing,  Not that I've yet found or heard of so far. I haven't come across to much about the tetanus or rabies vaccines in
my research but I've seen or heard nothing to make me think they're just as dangerous and useless if you have a good immune
system born from high electron content, high nutrition and a strong body.
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jamsaw
Joined On 1/25/2012 9:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Natural Immunity still works? Even when the WHO hasn't blessed the statement? All the laws that God set in motion still work as they
always did. Imagine that!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shhhh! Don't tell the Dumbacrats!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 9:34:01 PM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a wakeup call for everyone! Anthony Fauci and Bill Gates are both predicting another pandemic! Fauci says to expect a surge in the
upcoming weeks and then a major wave in the fall: www.cnn.com/2022/04/07/health/fauci-covid-fall-surge/index.html  Gates is saying to
expect another pandemic this fall: www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/bill-gates-says-another-pandemic-is-c..  You reckon they know
something we don't? What happens this Fall? It's ELECTION YEAR! So they are going to release another infectious disease so they can rig
the Nov mid-term elections!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yup, the next pandemic is almost out.... https://www.iceagefarmer.com/
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HashiMama
Joined On 3/15/2021 4:05:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. The "conspiracy theorists" (truth tellers) knew this would happen. The ballot mules, the mole signature approvers, the deceased
voters, etc. will all be called to duty. So does Zuckerberg now infuse more $$$ into state elections this fall?
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Well said Hash!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The really big problem as far as I am concerned is the ongoing failure of the International Criminal Court in the Hague to take any action to,
at the very least, make a statement of intent to investigate . . . that, at least, would open the debate to a much wider audience. Their
ongoing silence must eventually lead to the destruction of their reputation, and in turn, will lead to our having no option but to create a court
of law that will act.
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Don't you think they were silenced BEFORE this travesty was even implemented? No court regardless of who initiates it will have ANY
effect. Force is the only thing they respect as that is what they use. C'mon people! Writing to legislators, entering your opinions,
threatening to sue is an utter farce. The only way that can harm them is if they fall off of their chairs laughing at you.
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Chris the only reputation the ICC ever had was that of corruption.  It was formed in corruption and maintains it's existence in
corruption.  What organization(s) does the ICC represent after all.  C'on Man! Don't be fooled by some ignanimous sounding bs
international fraud, fakerey bs "court" BS. Your country of origins Court system, legal system IS THE ONLY WAY TO STOP THIS
MADNESS.  HAVE NO FAITH AND NO RESPECT for ANY international bs governmental bs governing entity. NONE OF THEM. Anyone
clamoring for help and/or aid from some "grand" international organization, such as the UN, WHO, ICC ETCETERA has already been
decapitated and therefore, defeated. You've not only lost your mind, you've lost your head!
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Walinsky's safety statement for pregnant women is guarded. It basically says they don't have evidence of harm, and refers women to their
doctors for discussion. Compare this to the FDA's original statement on ivermectin ebcacy. They said they had "reviewed no data"
documenting ebcacy for prophylaxis or treatment. That literal statement that they had not reviewed the data was widely reported as the
FDA having found ivermectin to be ineffective, when in fact the FDA had never and has not to this day reviewed the evidence for ivermectin
ebcacy. Similarly, Walensky's guarded statement, combined with her expressions of concern for the dangers of COVID, has been widely
interpreted without correction on her part to mean the vaccine is safe in pregnancy.
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The Vaccine Death Report zeromandatoryvaxx.com/.../the-vaccine-death-report
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amdejong
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Ok so I’ve got the Novavax vaccine to keep my job and now what? Is there anything that I can do to rebuild my immune system to combat
the vaccine serious future side effects or am I doomed? I hate the position that I was forced to be in but I need to feed my family.
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the vaccine serious future side effects or am I doomed? I hate the position that I was forced to be in but I need to feed my family.
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jamNjim
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You're probably OK. There's no mRNA in the Novavax. Instead of programming your cells to produce spike protein, like the P@zer,
Moderna, and J&J jabs do, Novavax just directly injects you with synthetic spike protein that is short lived. Once your body
recognizes the intruder and creates antibodies for it you are done with the side effects (supposedly). The problem is long term. If
you're lucky the innate and antibody immune response will fade away (vaccine waning). When or if you get infected with covid you
will have a normal response and build long lasting (natural/robost) immunity.

If you are unlucky, you get infected while your body is still responding to the virus as if it were the vaccine. If the virus has mutated to
a variant that is much different from what the vaccine protects you from (and it has) then you might fall victim to ADE and get sicker
than you would have had you never been jabbed. Either way, I think you are safer with the Novavax than the other vaccines available.
S. Korea was one of the @rst countries to approve Novavax for covid-19. They are now experiencing a HUGE surge of breakthrough
infections.

For the past 8 weeks they have had the highest "Daily New Infections" of any country in the world! That says a lot considering their
population is a small 51 million people. So more people are getting infected there on a daily basis than people from the USA, Japan,
Russia, Brazil, Mexico, India, Germany, etc..... Any one of those countries are 4 to 28 times larger than S. Korea. So what's different??
They got the Novavax vaccine!! The good news is that their death rate stayed the same (very low) even though their infectious rate
went up exponentially.
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Just a random comment here and there are so many other factors to consider my statement is a moot point, but just saying. I live in a
family of oldsters. My parents worked well into their 80s my siblings are in their 80s, one of them working in excess of 60 hours per week,
mostly outside and travel work. Manual labor. One sibling, at 83 is no longer employed but has not been employed for decades. Problem?
When any of us go to the doctor, they quiz us. Why are you not taking any kind of prescription medication? uh. do the math.
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Yep, I'm only 57, but it doesn't matter where I go. I can just be getting blood drawn for a physical or getting my @nger pricked for
biometric screening and I get asked 10,000 questions. The @rst thing they ask is "are you vaccinated for Covid". Then they ask, "have
you had a cough, fever, or headache, etc in the past week?" Then they ask if I'm taking anything. I say no to all of the above! I get this
look of SHOCK each and every time. I tell them I don't have anything because I don't get treated/medicated/vaccinated for anything.
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Anything that’s reported from “ Phase 3” will be utter and complete fabrication presented as fact (in their favor of course). They stopped
collecting meaningful data the minute they started putting shots in arms, there is no control group and none of ‘data’ to date is clean. So
true objective scienti@c phase 3 data will never happen. Epidemiologist I work with who ran to get vaccinated when it came out fully
admitted “We are the experiment” !! My mind said to myself “Your instincts were spot on” for not getting vaccinated.
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So True! I'm so used to the fabricated data I don't even consider looking at the phase 3 trials. It's all total bs!
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Can we then surmise that jabbed people are keeping the pandemic alive.
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The shot IS the pandemic. People's genetic code is being rewritten. How do people not yet understand this?!
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If the jabbed keep the pandemic alive, why do we hear only about relatively low impact effects, like 10 in 100K myocarditis cases,
and nothing about the clot shot's apparent main effect of spike proteins being produced in the bodies of jab recipients... that lead to
all kinds of fatal outcomes. What is the truth about these spike proteins? Are they temporary or permanent? Can they be cured?
What about graphene oxide? Real or not?
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That's the #1 goal! They only make money if you're sick. Just look at the Amish. They never got jabbed and never went to a hospital.
They declared "heard immunity" back in May 2021. If you look at their infection rates, their cases spiked in May/June 2020 and fell
off sharply (to near zero) by Aug 2020. So they achieved heard immunity by the end of summer 2020. By design, these mRNA jabs
weaken the immune system. They play this game of "booster" shots to keep your immune system down and more vulnerable to
breakthrough infections. It's the biggest scam in history.
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Lock them up, Lock them all up.
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What's wrong with the global legal system where a Mt Everest of absolute proof of decades long conspiracy murder & mayhem from the
death cult perpetrators own mouths and documents - and no one can get a conviction on any of these monsters for "WILLFUL
MISCONDUCT" a crime which alone can Void (ab initio) every purported "Liability Protection" all the way back to and including the 1986
Pfarma Pforever Act, and it makes all these numbers crimes, instead of data points to be discussed and quickly forgotten as soon as
tomorrow's atrocious data points are published... (Biden's Mandates Are Back Again!!! PCR tests have been totally debunked (as Willful
Misconduct)-

But every day we still get 'legal' Coercion & Intimidation from their bogus readings, I'd suggest because no one legally branded physically
rigging the pcr device to produce 97% Positives, Incite fraudulent global Fear, and sell unsafe and negatively ineffective genocidal Quaxines
as Willful Misconduct... Every Action We @le should have Willful Misconduct as the Headline Crime and every Crime listed below should
provide the irrefutable Proof thereof. Perhaps then we'll get some traction stopping this instead of watching it recur like some kind of
grotesque ground hog year... year after year...
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The courts are in on the action. That's why Senators like Johnson and Paul can't make any headway in the origins of covid-19
investigations, the jab side effects, and Hunter's "laptop from hell". Even though they did prove the Steele dossier was fraudulent,
only the lowest guy in the food chain has been arrested for it. All Hillary Clinton got was a @ne. She was the one that paid for the
whole fake "Russia Collusion" BS.
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Yep! All you have to do is look at the real world numbers from Worldometers. No fuzzy math or statistics needed! It has ADE written all over
it. Prior to the vaccine rollouts, for the entire year of 2020, the WORLD had a whopping total of 84,252,632 covid-19 cases. In the vaccinated
year of 2021, that number skyrockets to 206,670,621 new cases of covid-19! Here is the real WAKEUP CALL! We are only 104 days into
2022 and we already have more NEW covid-19 cases for 2022 than the entire year of 2021! You can't make this up! For 2022, we have
210,937,374 new covid-19 cases. If we sustain that daily average, 2022 will see more than 747,496,519 new cases!! If you combine 2020
and 2021 there's only 290,000,000 cases.

So 2022 will more than double 2020 and 2021 combined! With ADE in place and the continuous "BOOSTING" that number will go higher! It
will probably exceed 1 Billion. Our CDC/FDA is trying to hide this FACT by ending the counting/documenting of new daily cases. They
announced that a while back. When you look at the USA's "New Daily Infections" it is very low. Those are the HOSPITALIZED people that
tested positive! So if you test positive it doesn't get documented unless you are hospitalized! This is another attempt to make it appear that
the vaccines work. Here's a link to a graph that plots the total cases since the beginning of the pandemic:
www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/worldwide-graphs/#total-cases  More proof of ADE is the fact that the largest outbreaks are occurring
in countries with the highest vaccination rates.

For example, S. Korea had one of the lowest infection rates and THE LOWEST death rate among all 1st world countries. They began their
vaccine campaign around April 15th, 2021. Immediately, their daily new cases began climbing! It takes about a year for ADE to really kick in.
 Now that they are fully vaccinated/boosted and it's been 12 months, they have been #1 for "new daily cases" for more than 8 straight
weeks.
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"Thanks for taking one for the team...." that's the mentality that is out there, even if your child died from a vax, or is now permanently
disabled... AND now, same goes for people injured or killed by covid shots. Then there's - "I took it and I did @ne." That must mean everyone
did @ne.  People. Pfft.
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My boyfriend took the Johnson and the booster, didn't even have a sore arm. He's 6 foot 4, 63, looks 70. I've known him now for 10
years, and the only he goes to the doctor for is skin cancer checks. He's never been sick except once and I told him he had the ku, he
said he didn't. (It was the ku). But that's it, he's NEVER sick, sleeps like a rock, eats a crappy diet.  His mother is from Australia, and
died last year after breaking a hip at the ripe age of 99.5. She lived on her own up until 2 momths before she died and was sharp as a
tack. Never sick. She virtually died of old age. Go @gure.  I am not vaccinated. And hopefully, will never be.
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kfa6931 - my girlfriend did @ne - after her booster she had a stroke - then they checked and she has 4 aneurisms that they need to
deal with. FOUR. ... but will they link it to the vax?  never!
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The vaccinated where I work several got pneumonia and almost hospitalized, and now feel they need a booster. One is a @re chief and runs
EMS. So you see where I'm going here, the trust in these "medical" institutions is astounding.  Another coworker just had to have surgery for
tumors all inside her abdomen, no one will link it to the vaccine. She wore a mask non stop for 2 years, and wouldn't even allow her
grandson in the house. She visited with him outside wearing a mask.  When everyone else stopped wearing masks at work (and I work for a
small city government, wear the city admin just hated those "face diapers" and didn't enforce it, only later get the shot because he wanted to
"travel"), the lack of faith in themselves and the lack of critical thinking skills is unbelievable.

These are all people with degrees, masters and PH.d.  I trust but verify. And something told me, don't do it. My BF who is an executive for a
large city, and had NEVER had a ku shot, got the Johnson and then boosted recently. We don't talk about it. I am mostly alone when it
comes to COVID and my acceptance or lack of acceptance. But I stand and reject.
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Yes, my Uncle's son has his PhD in cancer research, he and his wife are fully covid vaxxed, and their newborn - I don't even want to
think about it :( His wife was vaxxed before becoming pregnant and I was on pins and needles, but she did @ne. Everything is @ne.
Therefor their vax's are safe and effective. The higher up in the city gov't position out in CA, same with him - only the J&J had any
adverse reaction - what the heck news is he listening to? Why are these very intelligent people reading 'fact checking' and not seeing
both sides? It makes me crazy. I think the only card I have left is, "The truth always comes out eventually." So eventually I will be
validated ... and it won't feel good, because it will be on the backs of people duped by the evil that is pushing the lies.
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P@zer has all of the world leaders by the balls. They must have blackmailed them for some terrible deeds that they have done. The swamp
needs to be cleaned out and P@zer and other vaxx companies need to be closed down and those people need to be in jail or a worse
outcome for them. Also the world leaders should be included in this. Payback will be a bi+ch
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payback? naw......just hang all of them.......
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mrrobb that’s a great idea
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The problem I see is none of the people have any control over whom runs various health agencies within the bureaus. So if someone high in
the current bunch of bureaus makes idiot decisions no one @res them for doing so. Dr. Fauci should have been shown the exit door a long
time ago. It has not happened. He is still in charge. A signi@cant number of Congress people have accepted funds from the drug industry. It
really shows up in the decisions made both in the Congress and in the FDA. We are ruled by moneyed interests. That is the real truth and
nothing said here will change that. You want to start somewhere small? Try pushing charges against the governors that sent COVID
infected people to Nursing Homes in the last few years.

Normally that would have meant manslaughter charges. I do not see any charges against these @lthy murdering people in charge and I
doubt if I ever will see those charges. Holding public obcials responsible? What a revolutionary idea! Not going to happen as long as they
inkuence all three branches of the Federal Government. Oliver W. Holmes once said that justice has to have the appearance of justice. In
the current generation of those in control, that justice does not appear to be the case. We have a long history of discrimination in the
application of justice in our court system. It does not just apply to one group of people. Until and when that changes, we are blowing in the
wind.
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Some years ago I had a brief conversation with Lord Denning, then Master of the Rolls for the UK parliament, and as such, the
highest level Law Lord. I had telephoned him to ask if I was correct, that the rule of law applied to everyone. His answer was
emphatic . . . Yes! The rule of the law applies to everyone. For the record, my reason for asking was that a known British spy had
published a book titled; Spycatcher en.wikipedia.org/.../Spycatcher  in which he had set out how he had been acting unlawfully. So I
@led a charge of person or persons aiding and abetting his unlawful actions with the Chief Constable of Wiltshire. Two weeks later
the assistant Chief Constable suddenly resigned, I never tried to @nd out why.

For some time I heard nothing, then, out of the blue, I received a short letter from of all groups; The Privy Council
privycouncil.independent.gov.uk  which informed me that the author was "outside Jurisdiction" and thus they could do nothing about
my charge. The problem being, my charge also applied to anyone responsible for the actions of such spies, and that the head of the
UK Secret Service is in fact, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom . . . which is why, one must assume; it had gone all the way to
the Privy Council. For the record, when Lord Denning asked me why I had asked the question and I told him what I had done . . . he
"harrumphed" and hurriedly closed the call.

The actions of every senior civil servant must, inevitably, come under the jurisdiction of their seniors; so that opens the question;
who is the person, within the United States; that has to be seen as taking full responsibility for the actions of the likes of Dr. Anthony
Fauci? Here in the UK we know that it would seem there is no one so responsible, as they, apparently, meet in secret, within the
Cabinet Obces; without anyone from outside of the civil service in attendance. We have a very long road to travel towards the full
rule of the law.
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someone here wants to know who had vid and is not vaccinated. I'm 75 and my immune system has always been good, I never fell for the
yearly propaganda of getting your ku shot as I never got the ku anyway in previous years. in 2020, when living in CA, my daughter came
down with something after visiting a Walmart. she got sicker than me and was convinced it was vid. I slept for about 12 hours straight and
felt @ne. I don't do doctors. then this year I caught something that put me down for about a week. my brother probably brought it home from
the casino and gave it to me as he was sick before I was.

it made me weak but I was able to get up for short periods before going back to bed. I take a tonic of ginger, acv, garlic, lemon juice for
years now. we have to be our own doctors these days as we can't trust the AMA. so long story short, I don't know what I had and don't really
care. I survived and we all can. just say no to the mandates. and be free. its crazy out there, but you can take charge of your own health, and
don't exclude God from your life force.
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You might want to research GLIOBLASTOMA cancer and the vaccines. After my sister was vaccinated within a month she was loosing use
of her left hand/arm then her left leg. Her words began to slur and her face drooped. She was diagnosed with a mass on her brain the size
of a golf ball which was Glioblastoma. Interesting that the day she was admitted to the Good Samaritan hospital in San Jose, Ca, six other
people were admitted with brain issues. And to add to it my niece, who was vaccinated the same day as her mother developed two masses
on her thyroid (benign). Both were vaccinated with Maderna vaccines
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April 15, 2022. Not ONE person responsible for all that has happened in prior 27 months has been remotely held accountable. Gates, Fauci
and the WHO, CDC, NIH etc are seemingly unfazed and more brazen than ever even after all we know about the realities of what injections,
lockdowns, masking etc have done with humanity. Nothing changes unless these "known" perps are HELD ACCOUNTABLE!
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I couldn't watch Fouci's stupid propaganda video. He gives all the horror stats of Covid on pregnant women. The only reason his stats are so
gruesome is that he won't allow early treatment with truly safe and effective drugs such as ivermectin and hydroxychloroquin. Anyone who
dies on his watch, he has their blood on his hands.
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Thanks again Dr Mercola for another outstanding article. You had been my guiding light since February 2020. Keep up your great work!
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When parents choose to home school or remove their children from public schools and enroll them in private schools, the public schools
lose federal funding that is allocated for each student. Money talks! WA State Board of Health Votes NO on COVID vaccine for students
www.king5.com/article/news/local/washington-health-board-vote-vaccine-..  The Corporate Push for Synthetic Foods: False Solutions that
Endanger our Health and Damage the Planet   navdanyainternational.org/the-corporate-push-for-synthetic-foods-false..
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What reason do I have to believe that any of this "documentation" is original, unedited, and unsanitized when written and released by known
agenda-driven compulsive and pathological liars? First and always consider the source when conducting your investigation.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 12:55:47 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

jamsaw
Joined On 1/25/2012 9:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Severe vaccine side effects are rare. In most cases, the bene@ts of getting vaccinated against a disease far outweigh the risks." (In the
opinion of those manufacturing and marketing and bene@tting @nacially in any way.) This is just more proof than anybody needed to realize
that the covid jabs are NOT vaccines at all. So why did the majority of people all around the world get 1-4 jabs even after knowing this? For
sel@sh, go along to get along, cowardly reasons, or else they were/are just so brainwashed that they cannot see what is right before their
eyes. So sad.....even my own family members are in that category.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 12:32:41 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Perfessor
Joined On 1/24/2008 5:47:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Although I am not for vaccination and I know the astronomical numbers of deaths and side effects on VAERS (even without Steve Kirsch's
underreporting factor x41), I think the graphs are misleading: The data from the Daily Expose is shown per 100,000 population. But if most
of the population is, for example, double vaccinated and few people are left unvaccinated, and let's assume that the chance of infection
would be equal independent of whether or not someone is vaccinated, then of course you would end up with a graph that shows fewer
unvaccinated getting sick (per 100,000 population) because there are fewer people left unvaccinated! The data should have been plotted by
relative numbers: cases of unvaccinated divided by all unvaccinated and cases of vaccinated divided by all vaccinated. Not per 100,000
population. For me (and I have a Ph.D. in physics) this graph is at best meaningless, misleading is probably closer to the truth. Such
manipulated statistics we know 'from the other side' and this will hurt us in the long run.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 11:58:25 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

zabm47
Joined On 3/26/2022 9:56:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The articles here are better every day. Thanks to P@zer's documents now we know what misinformation, a lie and truth are. We know that
MSM is Pfyzer's media mostly paid by Pfyzer. I can understand also that they would support the Pfyzer products, but that is naot all. Pfyzer
pays them to suppress the truth, create lies and eventually ban the scientists who they cannot control with their fact checkers. Thanks Dr.
Mercola.
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lkr9114
Joined On 10/25/2020 8:53:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi. Just a trend I’ve been noticing as a barber, in Dallas… I’ve been at this particular shop for 16 years. I do mostly older men. These men
are double or triple and even yesterday a gentleman told me he was getting his FOURTH booster. (Ugh!) .. I’ve noticed these men, that have
had their cancers in remission, The cancer came back with a vengeance and they’re now dead. Many men getting “mysteriously” very ill.
Heart attacks, heart problems. The 2x vaxxed shop owner was diagnosed with breast cancer then had a stroke AND then dx’ed with
myocarditis in the same week!! I’ve had more death of my customers in ONE year than in my 16 year tenure at this barber shop, combined.
It’s really sad. Hmmm.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn’t all of this just crazy? I’m in Texas too. I know a lot of people that got the jab. Everyone is brainwashed. They won’t listen to me.
They think that I’m the stupid one.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 11:41:32 AM
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might
be saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: that they all might be damned who
believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. 2 Thessalonians 2:10-12  Ask yourself if this could be the strong
delusion mentioned here. Have you ever seen so many people completely deceived in your life? And for the people that know better,
but are afraid of rocking the boat, notice who are at the top of this list:  But the FEARFUL, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and
murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with @re and
brimstone: which is the second death Revelation 21:8   Idolaters are people that put their faith and trust in anyone/anything above
God.

Kind of reminds me of what people are doing with these jabs. In P@zer they trust. In Fauci they trust. They trust ‘the science’, they
trust pharmaceuticals, which the Bible calls Pharmakeia, the true de@nition thereof is the following:  1. The use or administering of
drugs 2. To poison 3. Sorcery; Witchcraft; often found in connection with idolatry and fostered by it.

Idolatry again…let’s get a de@nition of that… The Greek word for idolatry here is "eldololatreia" which means "worship of that which is
not God" The English word, "idolatry," comes from the Greek root, whose dictionary de@nition is "excessive attachment or trust in a
person or thing." These phrases could well describe the attachment and  excessive trust that many have for their doctors and/or the
medical system in general? The Greek word, eidololatreia, is found also in 1 Corinthians 10:14, Colossians 3:5 and 1 Peter 4:3 where,
in every instance, we are advised by scripture to avoid it.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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It's always best to look for the silver lining. Here's one. The vaccinated are unable to protect themselves from mutations in any part of the
virus going forward, not just the spike protein. Even after infection, their immune systems fail to produce effective antibodies. Therefore,
the virus will select for mutations to take advantage of the holes in the immune responses of the jabbed. We, the purebloods, have no such
limitations. Therefore, we, the unjabbed, enjoy a large measure of protection from future mutations because there is such a large pool of
compromised vaccinees to infect, the virus will be content to target them and not bother to target us, being more elusive targets. Big win
for sanity, one more in the loss column for the brain dead followers of the evil ones.
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Lilettey
Joined On 1/1/2020 6:15:06 AM
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Of course natural immunity works it's how humans have survived by @ghting infection with a healthy immune system . The vaccine was not
tested to same degree as normal before a new vaccine is released on the unsuspecting public. For us who question, doubt, don't trust so
easily well we're labelled 'conspiracy theorists' a bit like saying .....completely off the wall .....that way no one listens until of course they are
faced with the real evidence of vaccination damage which is not reversible . I've been anti vaccination over 30 years when I saw what it did
to my new born son . Mothers see what vaccines can do to those who have that susceptibility .

The problem is the medical profession don't make allowances if there's a family history that shows there's a risk of a bad reaction to
vaccination. Even just delaying vaccination til child is older would make a huge difference. I believe 1 : 4 are now autistic in USA. But hey
must not mention vaccines . Autism barely existed before the 1950s before the @rst vaccine was created . Will some brave person put their
hands up and admit .... yes vaccines can damage the neurological development and the immune system in some children ( adults too of
course)
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They actually have tested mRNA vaccines extensively before the Sars-Cov-2 outbreak. You don't know anything about these or hear
about them because NONE of them got FDA approval. They have mRNA vaccines for SARS, MERS, and EBOLA. All are coronaviruses
or coronavirus-like. None of those vaccines got FDA approval because of the deadly side effects and even ADE. They even have
mRNA based vaccines for cats and dogs. All of them have shown to cause MAJOR neurological damage to these animals. Most
never make it to 7 years of age. They usually die before then from cancer, heart failure, or neurological problems.

Most of these pet owners never connect their pet's health issues with the vaccines. None of this gets brought up by the MSM,
including Fox! They are all bought and paid for by Big Pharma. The one station who dared to point out anything concerning about
these jabs was OAN (One America News). They are no longer on the air. They did die and close their doors because of @nancial
problems. All the major networks like X@nity, AT$T, etc dropped OAN because their news broadcast didn't @t the Big Pharma
narrative.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are the fully vaxxed more likely to die from covid? No they are more likely to die from the vax.
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traceylt
Joined On 12/2/2009 5:07:14 PM
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No, actually they're not. I suggest you read my post below, go to the original data source, also read pages 38 & 39 of that data
source, and learn a) how to interpret data yourself, and b) how to recognise when you are being inkuenced by manipulation of data to
suit someone's ends (in this case, Dr. Mercola's business empire). You're welcome.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not need statistics. Besides, 93% of all statistics are made up. All I know is 2 out of my 3 vaxxed neighbors dropped dead within
hours of their second shots. The surviving spouse, a retired RN sees no connection.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason we have not hit "critical mass outrage" yet is because the truth is being sensored by the Main Stream Media, and I know several
people who are "brainwashed" and believe what they hear or read, because it is on Main Stream Media, if it is not then it is a 'conspiracy
theory" and they do not pay attention to it. MMC88121
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see it - it's a hot topic these days! They fact check (and therefor Mikovits is completely out, Dr M, Kennedy - even Dr. Ardis will now
go down the tubes, same with Dr. Wolf, Dr. Malone - all the good doctors coming forward, risking it all - they're all LIARS???? How can
anyone be so obtuse? I don't understand why people can't see both sides, I don't understand why people don't want to see both sides
to the argument. Coodos to Fraudchi and Friends. Well done.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As long as you start off with lies about "people dying from covid" and the shots giving people immunity; I'm not going to bother reading
further! Natural immunity is the ONLY immunity! People don't receive immunity from being injected with poison! If you want to know what
the zombie masses are being distracted from; here it is. This is your 'future' - or not! ---- --
www.stopworldcontrol.com/jury/?inf_contact_key=532fe9a44cebc383b21ad87..  ---- www.youtube.com/watch
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Ohhh, you slipped in a Geowatch - thank you! These are SO informative!! I remember listening to a woman who recorded a call to
NASA about the spraying. He openly admitted they were spraying in the atmosphere but said they did it to see the way the wind
moved at the different layers. I wish they wouldn't spray chemicals :(
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Tracy; both of those links represent the most important info to pay attention to at this time. The Biosphere is collapsing and
humanity doesn't have much time left. This is a FACT! Within a few more years, the sun will be too hot to handle, due to the decades
of geoengineering the atmosphere. That video will tell you all about it.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

http://stopsmartmetersbc.com/   If you wish to start receiving updates, email with "updates" on the subject line. \I suggest this site as a
very good insite to RF Radiation and EMF Smog....
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JayCue
Joined On 4/6/2015 2:27:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There must be signi@cant interest among the vaccinated regarding what they should do next. Are there any protocols known to minimize
the post jab health consequences?
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zabm47
Joined On 3/26/2022 9:56:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The article calculates 1 in 800 per dose. Can I assume for someone who has taken 2 doses the ratio goes to 1 in 400?
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zabm47
Joined On 3/26/2022 9:56:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a solution to this nonsense. Sue P@zer, take their money gained on spreading false and lied to products. That would stop @nancing of
the MSM, stop them generating lies and @nally cause them to open the doors to truth and common sense.
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headache2
Joined On 2/19/2017 5:30:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember the movie with Jeff Goldblum 'The Fly'? In real life the vaxxed will be slithering around.
www.brighteon.com/2b090826-787f-4d03-9f78-a1a80d3fe767  www.brighteon.com/60556b94-86af-4eae-aa59-441b02b71c33
 www.brighteon.com/0d74ac38-dcf9-44e6-99f6-96c6a59abcf9
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brace for the next pandemic shot: https://www.iceagefarmer.com/  which is the bird ku.... Watch Bill and Melinda grin when he says the
next pandemic will get your attention..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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God!!!!!!!!!! is that wolinsky ever a Skag-Ho.......ISHHHHH.... that needs to drounded in a toiletbowl
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lol she’s fugly
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So we are to watch TWO vids of the infamous LYING Walenski? She has 3 male children with her husband...are they vaxxed with the
myocarditis vaccine? Anybody @nd out yet? I've been unable to @nd out...
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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CMT367 who cares?? she is a SKAG-Ho.........what kinda mother could that be......?? no wonder the world is such a mess with that
kinda THING alowed to breed.......ISHHHHHH......... Sorry But Im gonna PUKE!
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sunshinedaydream
Joined On 7/4/2011 3:00:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone unvaxed, caught the vid? Can you share your experience and when you got it (Delta, Omicron)?
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got Covid-19 a couple months prior to the media knowing about it. Jan. 1, 2020. I was in Hawaii, Waikiki speci@cally, which is where
the Asians all go to Hawaii, on the 25th koor of a hotel @lled with main land Chinese people, and many other countries. Everyone got
it, except my husband, we were in this hotel for 2 months and I was sick for 6 weeks. My husband has blood type 0+, which I heard
on TV in Feb. 2020 that blood type 0 naturally makes antibodies for covid. I had covid bad because I was recovering from open heart
surgery - I had bacterial endocarditis, so my immune system was already over worked. Everyone was talking about this weird virus
which was a chest cold, lots of coughing, sneezing and you had to hack it up to get rid of it. Hawaii doesn't want to go on record as a
super spreader.... but it certainly was!  24 people died in the year to follow there. Of course I never got the vax, still haven't.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm unvaxxed and caught Covid this past November. I went to a conference in Vegas. I had a severe sore throat for two days. No
other symptoms until a few days later when exhaustion set in. That lasted for about two weeks. I never got tested. No way are they
sticking one of those swabs up my nose. I had been taking Quercetin (and all my usual vitamins) because of the conference and
added zinc. Because of the exhaustion, I started taking NAC, and that seemed to knock it out. My husband is also unvaxxed. About a
week after I got sick, he had the sni�es for two days. Go @gure. The overweight Coke drinker fared better than me. He's not diabetic,
though, and he walks a lot.
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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020202.........you had covid?  who diagnosed you as 'Having covid' ? Self diagnosed? by a Doctor? what tests were taken?
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202020 ..I seariously doubt you had any imaginary 'unregistered ' covid' .......everyone and their brother self diagnose as "Covid"
...what a joke.....

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 12:14:19 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am 74 y/o, unvaxxed, and after two years tested positive for Covid over the New Year’s holiday (prolly omicron). My symptoms
never went beyond a scratchy throat - it was like a walk in the park really. I walked over to a testing site every other day until I tested
negative a week later and did it twice just to be sure. I have no comorbidities, my BMI is under 20 and my Vitamin D level is 89ng/mL
- I think that helped immensely. I took control of my own health in spite of pressure to get the jab from well meaning friends and my
PCP. I now have natural immunity and did my part for the community in helping to achieve herd immunity. No more vaccines
(including the ku) for me ever!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 1:09:06 PM
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@020202 … you do realize that Hawaii had the lowest rate of Covid infections and deaths per capita compared to the rest of the USA,
right? Regardless, you should be thankful you were probably one of the @rst to achieve natural immunity too 

😉

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 1:13:25 PM
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hubby and I both got the vid in November 2019. We did not get tested because we didn't want to be quarantined. A colleague of mine
was tested positive 10 days before. My theory is that one is infectious to others before one shows any symptoms. Once one is ill,
one is not infectious to others any more. You ask how I know we had the vid? I have never had such an "ailment" before. Total
fatigue, "bed-ridden for 2 days, I was like a zombie, exhausted, nausea, body aching and stiff. Thankfully I could still think of mixing
vit C with elderberry juice, about 25 000mg a day, (4 heaped teaspoons), had no effect on the bowels.

I also took vit D3, K2, zinc and selenium. After those 2 days, I dragged myself to work, barely survived the shift, and collapsed back
into bed.  In February 2020 a blood test with an extremely high antibody count, higher than the measurable amount, con@rmed that
we both had had the vid. Not one of the 70 residents or any staff were infected by me. But now, mid March 2022, the vid struck
almost all of the triple jabbed residents and all the kitchen staff, most of the cleaning staff and the nursing staff. The 2 of us
colleagues who had the vid in 2019, did not get it. The unjabbed did not get it either.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/15/2022 3:10:00 AM
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HashiMama
Joined On 3/15/2021 4:05:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the information, Maritt, however, when I attempted to submit comments to the WHO at t heir website (https://inb.who.int/
home/written-submissions ) it states comments are no longer being accepted. They certainly are trying to rush through their plans, aren't
they?  One link, also a dead end, does provide this: "For further information please contact CHUGH, Hitesh: chughh@who.int" so perhaps we
could send comments to this individual.  Additionally, I see that a second round of public hearings is scheduled for June 16-17, according
to this website: https://inb.who.int/  Dr. Tess Lawrie/World Council for Health suggests comments (250 word limit) focus on:   National and
local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions based on what is best for their own people.

 The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the agreement as they see @t, without consequence.   An
open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on including failsafe measures that will prevent the
application of the global agreement in places where a majority of the people do not want it.   Measures that do not allow for inkuence in the
process by any and all pharmaceutical companies or other global health pro@teers. I hope this encourages others to submit comment when
possible for the June hearings.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 1:47:57 AM
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amdejong
Joined On 8/27/2009 2:37:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about non MNRA vaccines? I live in Canada and can’t travel for work without it. I got my @rst Novavax shot not too long ago to keep
my job, stresses the hell out of me but I’m loading up on vitamin D, NAC, vitamin C and Quercetin to hopefully minimize the side effects, so
far I’ve had none.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 6:50:58 AM
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I understand, and that's happening to many. The US government I'm sure is seeking an end run around the constitution or more evil
processes. I cannot believe what I am living in today. I worry about my children. Two who are vaxxed, one because of her position in
the medical @eld, and the youngest, because she is brainwashed.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is the lessor of the evils, but here's the problem. That vaccine is is now 2 years old and it was designed for either the Alpha or Beta
strains that was going around in the early months of 2020. Both of those are long gone. It probably has ZERO effectiveness against
Omicron. Even worse, it will very likely cause ADE. READ MY POST burried somewhere up above. I speci@cally point out that we are
experiencing ADE. NONE of the current vaccines are speci@c to Omicron. We are 104 days into 2022 and there are already more
cases of Covid-19 for 2022 than the entire year of 2021. Omicron is way less deadly than the original alpha and Beta strains. Does
Canada recognize natural immunity is superior to vaccine immunity and that Omicron is basically nature's gift to the world? I thought
the USA was the only country with a corrupt government and medical system.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The very fact that you are being COERCED, should be a HUGE RED FLAG! It's like the creepy man in the car, offering candy to a child,
if that child agrees to go for a ride. They are taking you for a ride!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 8:57:22 AM
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For people who @rst had covid, are recovered and then got the jab. How does this affect the immune system?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 12:13:41 AM
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vicmacosta
Joined On 5/2/2021 5:03:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Self destruction of systems. I read and listened to "experts" and legit experts who all pointed to irreversible damage to the body
ability to @ght dis-ease. Something resonated with me when hearing that god said: "I am your shepherd". I said: "I am not a sheep".
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of the people I know that caught Covid19 in 2021 and 2022 had covid19 in 2020 and are double vaccinated. It appears to me that
if you have natural immunity for a speci@c virus and you get vaccinated for the same virus it really screws up your immune system. It
used to be the rule that you didn't get vaccinated for a something you already caught. That's why I always questioned the ku vaccine.
The 2009 and 2010 swine ku years is when I concluded that these seasonal vaccines are fraudulent. It's stated in PubMed that you
should not get the same ku vaccine 2 years in a row or get vaccinated for a ku strain you already caught.

Doing so INCREASES your chances of catching the ku! The CDC and MSM were telling everyone in 2010 to get rejabbed for H1N1.
That was the @nal nail in the cobn for me when it comes to vaccines. If they lied in 2010 about getting jabbed 2 years in a row for
H1N1 in 2010, how many other vaccines have they lied about? When I was young I caught chickenpox. When the vaccine came out
20 years later I asked my doctor if I could get it and he said NO WAY! Fast forward 10 or 15 years they promote a vaccine for
shingles.

The same doctor in 2015 tries to convince me to get the shingles vaccine. The shingles vaccine is the same vax as the chickenpox
vax. I pointed out that 15 years ago you told me I couldn't get the chickenpox vax because I had natural immunity and getting jabbed
for it could harm me. Now you're promoting it as safe and effective for shingles. Needless to say, I @red him as my doctor and have
not seen another doctor.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s painfully obvious to me that there is an agenda being carried out that isn’t in the best interest of anyone except those who wish to
enslave humanity and usher in a one world government. I’ve been rather active lately trying to expose this wickedness from a biblical point
of view, and I’ve noticed that deception is everywhere, especially among so-called Christian organizations. I’ve @nally come to the
realization that the only thing I can rely on is God’s Word.  We are all up against a formidable enemy, and without divine guidance, what hope
is there?  The people of the world are seeing the lawlessness and tyranny of their governments, and probably realizing that it’s only a matter
of time, before the pretense is abandoned, and open war is declared on anyone who refuses to submit to their agenda.

These dna 

🧬

 altering abominations that they’re calling vaccines will be forced upon all humanity, along with a digital passport to ensure
that you’ve altered your dna. The mark of the beast as foretold in the Bible is just around the corner, and everyone better sit up straight and
pay attention now while redemption is still available.  I’ve identi@ed what I believe will be this foretold mark, and I want people reading this
comment to research the following: It’s called a ‘Quantum dot tattoo’ …developed by MIT and @nanced by none other than Bill Gates!
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Raythe4th there are a couple videos byPastor JD Farag from Hawaii . He has pointed out the Quantum dot tattoo as a strong
possibility for the motb I think he is correct also. 

👉

See news.rice.edu/news/2019/quantum-dot-tattoos-hold-vaccination-record  .   
   In the the Book of Revelation chapter 13: 16 the mark is mentioned ,,, JD Farag points out the likely means of applying the mark will
be an injectable multi pronged device resembling a rampart or palisade……see pictures in link.  Transliteration: charax Pronunciation:
khar'-ax Part of Speech: masculine noun Root Word (Etymology): From charasso (to sharpen to a point, akin to γράφω (G1125)
through the idea of scratching) Outline of Biblical Usage: a pale or stake, a palisade a palisade or rampart pales between which
earth, stones, trees, and timbers are heaped and packed together KJV Translation Count: 1x The KJV translates Strongs G5482 in
the following manner: trench (1x).

Strong's De@nitions: χάραξ chárax, khar'-ax; from χαράσσω charássō (to sharpen to a point; akin to G1125 through the idea of
scratching); a stake, i.e. (by implication) a palisade or rampart (military mound for circumvallation in a siege):—trench.
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Poyeema
Joined On 12/30/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Site found, when Trump/Melania on escalator, theconservativetreehouse.com  , hitting targets with accuracy of information
given/taken in real time, adjusted for changes in 'Truth', when discovered. When Biden elected, their post was odd. Recommended
living in the Word, Bible, God, Jesus, Holy Spirit. Not in those words, simpler words. Never experienced a credible news source,
turning readership solidly in this direction.  Paused, to think. Following that advice; sought news sources written by those living in
the Word. Successful? Who knows. Found, on Mercola, diannemarshallreport.com/where-will-the-evil-end-nicolaitans-exposed-i..  ,
diannemarshallreport.com/symbolism-shall-be-their-downfall  , Diane writes thru Biblical prisms.

Over time do I believe/understand all her words (?), I do put her words into the beloved arms of discernment, and await awareness.
At a minimum, relationship to Holy Spirit, reading the Bible, prayer, has grown beyond measure since world changed, God is good.
Appreciate you adding to that Raythe4th.  With every news headline, brain has 2 automatic questions, 'Flaw/Feature?' , and, 'What
could go wrong?'.  Day to day, my choice is joy, grace, prayer, God. Thankful, born a plant whisperer, with a love of being on my knees,
hands in the dirt. Almond, Gui, Forbidden, JustSteve, more here, greatly add to my quiver !  Garden & Be Well................
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Patent *060606. Our 'hope is in the next life; not this one.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Brocephus Isn’t it interesting that the professor at MIT, is now setting up shop in Houston Texas, at Rice university to continue
working on this quantum dot tattoo. Wiki page on Rice University speci@cally states that they are the leading University for
nanotechnology. Quantum dots are nanotechnology! Their mascot is an owl

🦉

 (I won’t elaborate on that…you either understand the
signi@cance or you don’t), and it mentions that they have very close ties to NASA. (A known Masonic organization) milking taxpayers
of over $50 million daily to lie to us about God’s creation.  I wonder how many people would believe in God, if they found out they’ve
been lied to their entire lives about a globe earth, and that outer space doesn’t exist.

They’ve been hiding a solid @rmament 62 miles up, and the fact that nobody has ever managed to get past it. The Bible explains
these things, yet people trust NASA rather than the Word of God. 

🤦

 Technology is catching up to these guys though, and they
haven’t got much time left before the world @nds out the truth. There’s already enough damning evidence online for truth seekers.
Googles algorithms will put the garbage science videos at the top though, so dig deep if you go looking.  Looks like Texas will be the
birthplace of the Mark of the Beast.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 9:59:31 PM
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matahawa
Joined On 8/28/2016 3:59:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is bat crap crazy, or should I say snake venom crazy?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 10:43:23 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OhMyGod.....I have 'Covid&Omicron&Delts and Preuvianand everyother form of thios covid SCAM.........OH God I am sooooo
Sick.......bar@ng up blood and stomach linings and last weeks breakfast ......and My Geese have Covid 7865787+9 (hich is another spoof
created by P@zer) and they are kying world wide dumping on BILLIONS of CovidGermies all over earth.....OMG!!!!!!...... Da SKY is
FALLLLLLINGGHGG.. Meantime...Back on MyMountain.......crawling out of my endless cave , at least 17 km long....I went to 'DaStore" to
pick up a few things.....get Da Mail.. watch the "Educated , smart ,. Knowledgeable" Professional People waddle around still with masks
hiding behind some plastic box....grabbing my cash......Unbelievable...!!!!!~ Oh Well.......back to MyMountain and my old Hole in Da Wall
cave ......I did put a driveway , kinda, from the road to my cave area..so I can ride my RadRunner Ebike into my cave...:)
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are fewer people muzzled with face diapers in the stores. Is it just me or do they look much stupider and more foolish than
before? Maybe because they stand out more being a small minority. The "cow snout" masks make me laugh out loud. I just can't help
it.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are not viruses and we need to stop calling them viruses.
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mercola_Fan: Are you referring to the SARS-CoV-2 viruses? Why wouldn't they be viruses? So what if they might have been
manmade; they are still manmade viruses.
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BillieBob
Joined On 11/15/2008 7:42:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think what he meant to say is, "They are not vaccines and we need to stop calling them vaccines."
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Germ theory is only a theory. The terrain explanation is more plausible than invisible microscopic particles koating around.
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